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Clarification/Negotiation
Pre and Post Tender 

Who is this course designed for?
This course is for everybody who wants to affirm their current skills or           
are new to  the subject and want to know where to start in the        
clarification / negotiation process.

How often do procurers get feedback on their technique and skills                     
– which they are then able to put into practice? 

We know that most people have not had the luxury of having feedback        
and regular practice, which isn’t the case for many private suppliers,            
who regularly discuss and practice role play in their bid team. 

Why should I attend?
If you seek a practical course which involves role playing and practicing,     
with regular feedback from impartial tutors, then this course is for you. 
This course will provide you with advice and guidance to take away and        
put into action, rather than just ‘best practice theory’. 

Summary of the Course
The course provides a good grounding in negotiation theory and styles    
before  getting the participants to practice. It considers the role of       
clarifying in the light of large projects and PFI, and draws on experiences,    
both positive and negative to highlight areas participants should                      
be conscious of.

Key areas covered on the course

�Understanding why and how we negotiate

� Clarifying in a team; the rules and roles of engagement

� Practice sessions with feedback

� Understanding your approach and others

� Observing body language and interpersonal skills

� The rules of trading

� The building blocks of successful procurements

� How to tackle issues not people
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Who will run this course and what is their experience?
We always ensure that the team taking the course are well                
versed in the theory and application of the topics that they are 
covering. Our delivery team have been responsible for major               
project clarification and are experienced in high level      
communication skills to provide constructive feedback. 

This course is usually run with a minimum of two facilitators,               
and where we have large delegate numbers or the client requests               
it, we work with an ‘actor’ to role play suppliers. 

Please view our website ‘meet the team’ page for further                   
details of the teams C.V.’s.

Cost, Duration and Accreditation

£925 + VAT per delegate  
9.30am – 17.15pm  :  9.15am – 17.00pm,   2 Day

This course may be considered as part of Continuing Professional 
Development, with   a total attributable allowance of 12 hours.

This course can be delivered directly to your team, or tailored to suit 
your own requirements, for further information contact us on:

info@rightoutcomes.co.uk

or call 0845 539  0130
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Rules of Trading

Identify your tradeables 
(what they want)

Discuss ‘ what if’ 
scenarios; “if we gave you 
this....what would you be 

prepared to give us”

Identify their list 
of tradeables

Consider their offers 
against your own 

objectives

Observe discussions 
throughout; verbal and 

non verbal body language

Make counter offers and 
claims

Review the progress

Consider the implications 
of ‘give and take’

The stages which teams 

will move through

(as above)


